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Abstract: Similarity measures have a long tradition in fields such as information retrieval,
artificial intelligence, and cognitive science. Within the last years, these measures have
been extended and reused to measure semantic similarity; i.e., for comparing meanings
rather than syntactic differences. Various measures for spatial applications have been de-
veloped, but a solid foundation for answering what they measure; how they are best ap-
plied in information retrieval; which role contextual information plays; and how similarity
values or rankings should be interpreted is still missing. It is therefore difficult to decide
which measure should be used for a particular application or to compare results from dif-
ferent similarity theories. Based on a review of existing similarity measures, we introduce a
framework to specify the semantics of similarity. We discuss similarity-based information
retrieval paradigms as well as their implementation in web-based user interfaces for geo-
graphic information retrieval to demonstrate the applicability of the framework. Finally,
we formulate open challenges for similarity research.
Keywords: semantic similarity, geographic information retrieval, ontology, similarity mea-
sure, context, relevance, description logic, user interface
1 Introduction and motivation
Similarity measures belong to the classical approaches to information retrieval and have
been successfully applied for many years, increasingly also in the domain of spatial infor-
mation [82]. While they have been working previously in the background of search engines,
similarity measures are nowadays becoming more visible and are integrated into user in-
terfaces of modern search engines. A majority of these measures are purely syntactical, rely
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on statistical measures or linguistic models, and are restricted to unstructured data such as
text documents. Lately, the role of similarity measures in searching and browsing multime-
dia content, such as images or videos has been growing [59]. Similarity measures have also
been studied intensively in cognitive science and artificial intelligence [80] for more than
40 years. In contrast to information retrieval, these domains investigate similarity to learn
about human cognition, reasoning, and categorization [31] from studying differences and
commonalities in human conceptualizations. Similarity measures have also become popu-
lar in the Semantic (geospatial) Web [20]. They are being applied to compare concepts, to
improve searching and browsing through ontologies, as well as for matching and aligning
ontologies [84]. In GIScience, similarity measures play a core role in understanding and
handling semantic heterogeneity and, hence, in enabling interoperability between services
and data repositories on the Web. In his classic book Go¨del, Escher, Bach—An Eternal Golden
Braid, Hofstadter named among other facts the abilities “to find similarities between sit-
uations despite differences which may separate them [and] to draw distinctions between
situations despite similarities which may link them” as major characteristics of (human)
intelligence [38, p.26].
Modern similarity measures are neither restricted to purely structural approaches nor to
simple network measures within a subsumption hierarchy. They compute the conceptual
overlap between arbitrary concepts and relations, and, hence, narrow the gap between sim-
ilarity and analogy. To emphasize this difference, they are often referred to as semantic sim-
ilarity measures. Similar to syntactic measures, they are increasingly integrated into front-
ends such as semantically enabled gazetteer interfaces [44]. In contrast to subsumption-
based approaches, similarity reasoning is more flexible in supporting users during infor-
mation retrieval. Most applications that handle fuzzy or ambiguous input—either from
human beings or from software agents—potentially benefit from similarity reasoning.
However, the interpretation of similarity values is not trivial. While the number of mea-
sures and applications is increasing, there is no appropriate theoretical underpinning to ex-
plain what they measure, how they can be compared, and which of them should be chosen
to solve a particular task. In a nutshell, the challenge is to make the semantics of similarity
explicit. Abstracting from various existing theories, we propose a generic framework for
similarity measures, supporting the study of these and related questions. In our work and
review we focus on inter-concept similarity and particularly on comparing classes in on-
tologies. While the methods to measure inter-concept and inter-instance similarity overlap,
the former is more challenging. This is mainly for two reasons. First, in contrast to data
on individuals, ontologies describe multiple potential interpretations. For instance, there
is no single graph describing a concept in an OWL-based ontology [37]. Secondly, an in-
terpretation may have an infinite number of elements and, hence, may describe an infinite
graph.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First we introduce related work on
geographic information retrieval and semantic similarity measurement. Next, we propose
a generic framework and elucidate the introduced steps by examples from popular sim-
ilarity theories. While we focus on inter-concept similarity, the framework has also been
successfully adapted to inter-instance measures [90], and, moreover, can be generalized to
the comparison of spatial scenes [60,72]. We then discuss the role of similarity in semantics-
based information retrieval and show its integration into user interfaces. We conclude by
pointing to open research questions.
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2 Related work
This section introduces geographic information retrieval, similarity measurement, and
points to related work.
2.1 Geographic information retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) is a broad and interdisciplinary research field including infor-
mation indexing, relevance rankings, search engines, evaluation measures such as recall
and precision, as well as robust information carriers and efficient storage. In its broadest
definition, information retrieval is concerned with finding relevant information based on
a user’s query [18]. Here, we focus on the relevance relationship and leave other aspects
such as indexing aside. Following Dominich [18], information retrieval can be formalized
as:
IR = m[R(O, (Q, 〈I, →〉))] (1)
where
• R is the relevance relationship,
• O is a set of objects,
• Q is the user’s query,
• I is implicit information,
• → is inferred information, and
• m is the degree (or certainty) of relevance.
Accordingly, information retrieval is about computing the degree of relevance between
a set of objects, such as web pages, and the search parameters, e.g., keywords, specified by
the user. Besides defining suitable relevance measures, the main challenge for information
retrieval is that “we are asking the computer to supply the information we want, instead of
the information we asked for. In short, users are asking the computer to reason intuitively”
[10, p.1]. Not all information relevant to a search can be entered into the retrieval system.
For instance, classical search engines offer a single text field to enter keywords or phrases.
Implicit information, such as the user’s age, cultural background, or the task motivating
the search are not part of the query. Some of this implicit information can be inferred and
used for the relevance rankings. In case of search engines for the web, the language settings
of the browser or the IP-address reveal additional information about the user.
Geographic information retrieval (GIR) adds space and sometimes time as dimensions
to the classical retrieval problem. For instance, a query for “pubs in the historic center
of Mu¨nster” requires a thematic and a spatial matching between the data and the user’s
query. According to Jones and Purves [50], GIR considers the following steps. First, the
geographic references have to be recognized and extracted from the user’s query or a doc-
ument using methods such as named entity recognition and geo-parsing. Second, place
names are not unique and the GIR system has to decide which interpretation is intended
by the user. Third, geographic references are often vague; typical examples are vernacular
names (“historic center”) and fuzzy geographic footprints. In case of the pub query, the GIR
system has to select the correct boundaries of the historic center [71]. Fourth, and in con-
trast to classical IR, documents also have to be indexed according to particular geographic
regions. Finally, geographic relevance rankings extend existing relevance measures with
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a spatial component. The ranking of instances does not only depend on thematic aspects,
e.g., the pubs, but also on their location, e.g., their distance to the historic center of Mu¨nster.
2.2 Semantic similarity measurement
Research on similarity investigates commonalities and differences between individuals or
classes. Most similarity measures originated in psychology and were established to deter-
mine why and how individuals are grouped into categories, and why some categories are
comparable to each other while others are not [31,69]. The following approaches to seman-
tic similarity measurement can be distinguished: feature-based, alignment-based, network-
based, transformational, geometric, and information theoretic (see [31] for details).
These similarity measures are either syntax- or semantics-based. Classical examples for
syntactic similarity measures are those which compare literals, such as edit-distance; but
there are also more complex theories. The main challenge for semantic similarity measures
is the comparison of meaning as opposed to structure. Lacking direct access to individuals
or categories in the world, any computation of similarity rests on terms expressing con-
cepts. Semantic similarity measures use specifications of these concepts taken from ontolo-
gies [34]. These may involve (unstructured) bags of features, regions in a multidimensional
space, algebras, or logical predicates (e.g., in description logics, which are popular among
Semantic Web ontologies). Consequently, similarity measures do not only differ in their ex-
pressivity but also in the degree and kind of formality applied to represent concepts, which
makes them difficult to compare. Besides the question of representation, context and its in-
tegration is another major challenge for similarity measures [40, 52]. Meaningful notions
of similarity cannot be determined without defining (or at least controlling) the context in
which similarity is measured [23,32,69]. While research from many domains including psy-
chology, neurobiology, and GIScience argues for a situated nature of conceptualization and
reasoning [8, 9, 12, 58, 67, 91], the concept representations used by most similarity theories
from information science are static and de-contextualized. An alternative approach was
recently presented by Raubal [79] arguing for a time-indexed representation of concepts.
Similarity has been widely applied within GIScience. Based on Tversky’s feature model
[88], Rodrı´guez and Egenhofer [81] developed the matching distance similarity measure
(MDSM) which supports a basic context theory, automatically determined weights, and a
symmetric as well as a non-symmetric mode. Ahlqvist, Raubal, and Schwering [2, 77, 83]
used conceptual spaces [26] for models based on geometric distance. Sunna and Cruz
[14, 86] applied network-based similarity measures for ontology alignment. Several mea-
sures [4, 5, 11, 15, 16, 39, 48] have been developed to close the gap between ontologies spec-
ified in description logics and classical similarity theories which had not been able to han-
dle the expressivity of these logics so far. Other theories [60, 73] have been established to
determine the similarity between spatial scenes, handle uncertainty in the definition of ge-
ographic categories [25], or to compute inter-user similarity for geographic recommender
systems [68]. Similarity has also been applied as a quality indicator in geographic ontology
engineering [45]. The ConceptVISTA [24] ontology management and visualization toolkit
uses similarity for knowledge retrieval and organization. Klippel [54, 55] provided first
insights into measuring similarity between geographic events and the dynamic conceptu-
alization of topological relations.
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3 Semantics of similarity
Similarity has been applied to various tasks in many domains. One consequence is that
there is no precise and application-independent description of how and what a similarity
theory measures [32,69]. Even for semantics-based information retrieval, several similarity
measures have been proposed. This makes the selection of an appropriate measure for
a particular application a challenging task. It also raises the question of how to compare
existing theories. By examining several of these measures from different domains we found
generic patterns which jointly form a framework for describing how similarity is computed
[44, 48]. The framework consists of the following seven steps:
1. definition of application area and intended audience;
2. selection of context and search (query) and target concepts;
3. transformation of concepts to canonical form;
4. definition of an alignment matrix for concept descriptors;
5. application of constructor specific similarity functions;
6. determination of standardized overall similarity; and
7. interpretation of the resulting similarity values.
The implementation of these steps depends on the similarity measure as well as the
used representation language. Steps which may be of major importance for a particu-
lar theory, may play only a marginal role for others. The key motivation underlying the
framework is to establish a systematic approach to describe how a similarity theory works
by defining in which ways it implements the seven steps. By doing so, the theory fixes
the semantics of the computed similarity values as well as important characteristics, such
as whether the measure is symmetric, transitive, reflexive, strict, or minimal [6, 13, 31].
Moreover, the framework also supports a separation between the process of computing
similarity (i.e., what is measured) and the applied similarity functions (i.e., how it is mea-
sured). Note that we distinguish between similarity functions and similarity measures (or
theories). A similarity measure is an application of the proposed framework, while simi-
larity functions are specific algorithms used in step 5. For instance, a particular similarity
theory may foresee the use of different similarity functions depending on the tasks or users.
This difference is discussed in more detail below. While the framework has been developed
for inter-concept similarity measures, it can be reused and modified to understand inter-
instance similarity as well. The reason for focusing on inter-concept similarity lies in their
complex nature which makes understanding particular steps and design decisions neces-
sary.
In the following, a description of each step is given; examples from geometric, feature-
based, alignment, network, and transformational similarity measures demonstrate the gen-
eralizability of the framework.
3.1 Application area and intended audience
Which functions should be selected to measure similarity depends on the application area.
Theories established for (geographical) information retrieval and in the cognitive sciences
tend to use non-symmetric similarity functions to mimic human similarity reasoning [31],
which is also influenced by language, age, and cultural background [40, 63, 69]. The ability
to adjust similarity measures also plays a crucial role in human-computer interaction. In
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contrast, similarity theories for ontology matching and alignment tend to utilize symmet-
ric functions as none of the compared ontologies plays a preferred role. In some cases,
the choice of a representation language influences which parameters have to be taken into
account before measuring similarity. For instance, for logical disjunctions among predi-
cates one needs to choose between computing the maximum, minimum [16], or average
similarity [44]. With respect to the introduced information retrieval definition, this step is
responsible for adjusting the similarity theory using inferable implicit information.
3.2 Context, search, and target concepts
Before similarity is measured, concepts have to be selected for comparison. Depending
on the application scenario and theory, the search concept Cs can be part of the ontology
or built from a shared vocabulary; in the latter case the term query concept Cq may be
more appropriate [39, 44, 62]. The target concepts Ct1 , ..., Cti form the so-called context of
discourse Cd [40] (called domain of application in case of the MDSM [81]) and are selected
by hand or automatically determined by specifying a context concept Cc. In the latter case,
the target concepts are those concepts subsumed by Cc. Equation 2 shows how to derive
the context of discourse for similarity theories using description logics as representation
language.
Cd = {Ct | Ct  Cc} (2)
In case of the matching distance similarity measure, the context (C) is defined as a
set of tuples over operations (opi) associated with their respective nouns (ej , equation 3).
These nouns express types, while the operations correspond to verbs associated with the
functions defined for these types (see [81] for details). For instance, a context such as
C = 〈(play, {})〉 restricts the domain of application to those types which share the func-
tional feature play.
C = 〈(opi, {e1, ..., em}), ..., (opn, {e1, ..., el})〉 (3)
Other knowledge representation paradigms such as conceptual spaces require their
own definitions, e.g., by computing relations between regions in a multi-dimensional
space.
The distinction between search and target concept is especially important for non-
symmetric similarity. As will be discussed in the similarity functions step, the selection of
a particular context concept does not only define which concepts are compared but also di-
rectly affects the measured similarity. The following list shows some exemplary similarity
queries from the domain of hydrology, defined using search, target, and context concept:
• How similar is Canal (Cs) to River (Ct)?
• Which kind of Waterbody (Cc) is most similar to Canal (Cs)?
• What is most similar to Waterbody ∧ Artificial (Cq)?
• What is more similar to Canal (Cs), River (Ct) or Lake (Ct)?
• What are the two most similar Waterbodies (Cc) in the examined ontology?
In the first case, Canal is compared to River, and in the second case to all subconcepts
of Waterbody (e.g., River, Lake, Reservoir). In contrast, the third case shows a query over
the whole ontology. All concepts are compared for similarity to the query concept formed
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by the conjunction of Waterbody and Artificial. Note that the query and context concepts
are not necessarily part of the ontology, but can be defined by the user. The fourth query
is an extended version of the first, with two target concepts selected by hand. Symmetric
similarity measures can be defined without an explicit search and target concept, though
this is difficult to argue from a cognitive point of view as direction is implicitly contained
in many retrieval tasks.
3.3 Canonical normal form
Semantic similarity measures should only be influenced by what is said about concepts,
not by how it is said (syntactic differences). If two concept descriptions denote the same
referents using different language elements, they need to be rewritten in a common form
to eliminate unintended syntactic influences. This step mainly depends on the underlying
representation language and is most important for structural similarity measures. Two
simple examples for description logics are:
1. Condition (≤ nR.C) and n ≤ 0 Rewrite (≤ nR.C) to ⊥
2. Condition ∀R.C  ∀R.C′ Rewrite ∀R.C  ∀R.C′ to ∀R.(C  C′)
One may also think of canonizations for conceptual spaces. For instance, if the dimen-
sions density, mass, and volume are part of a knowledge base: the category of all entities with
a density value 1ρ can be either expressed as a point on the density axis or as a curve in the
space with dimensions mass and volume. Per definition, the denoted category contains the
same entities, but the similarity value would be 0 using classical geometry-based similarity
measures (see Figure 1). In such a case, a rewriting rule has to map one representation to
the other. Of course, this example requires that the semantics of the involved dimensions
is known. A first approach to handle these difficulties was presented by Raubal, intro-
ducing projection and transformation rules for conceptual spaces [78]. However, from a
perspective of human cognition canonization may not always be possible.
Similar examples can be constructed for so-called transformational measures [35]. They
define semantic similarity as a function over a set of transformation rules to derive a repre-
sentation from another one. Among others, transformation rules include deletion, mirror-
ing or shifting. Canonization may be required on two levels. First, it has to be ensured that
the same set of transformations is used and that no transformation can be constructed out
of others (as this would increase the transformation distance and, hence, decrease similar-
ity). Second, the same representation has to be used. For instance X2OX3OX3OX may be
a condensed representation of the stimulus XXOXXXOXXXOX [31] and, hence, has to be
unfolded before comparison to ensure that a shift of the first O towards the second counts
3 instead of 2 steps.
In general, canonization is a complex and expensive task and should be reduced to a
minimum. For instance, SIM-DLA uses the same similarity functions as our previous SIM-
DL theory [44] but reduces the need of canonization and syntactic influence by breaking
down the problem of inter-concept similarity to the less complex problem of inter-instance
similarity [48]. This is achieved by comparing potential interpretations for overlap instead
of a structural comparison of the formal specifications. In doing so, SIM-DLA addresses
some of the challenges discussed in to introduction, namely how to deal with the multitude
of potential graph representations. This is especially important for concepts specified using
expressive description logics.
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(a) 1ρ on the density dimension (b) 1ρ; ρ = m/v on the mass(m) and volume(v)
dimensions
Figure 1: The category of all entities with the density of 1ρ specified using one dimension
(a) or two dimensions (b)
3.4 Alignment matrix
While the second step of the framework selects concepts for comparison, the alignment
matrix specifies which concept descriptors (e.g., dimensions, features) are compared and
how. We use the term “alignment” in a slightly different sense, but based on research in
psychology that investigates how structure and correspondence influence similarity judg-
ments [22,27,64,66,69]. The term “matrix” points to the fact that the selection of comparable
tuples of descriptors requires a matrix CDs ×CDt (where CDs and CDt are the sets of descrip-
tors forming Cs and Ct, respectively).
Alignment-based approaches were developed as a reaction to classical feature-based
and geometric models, which do not establish relations between features and dimensions.
This also affects relations to other concepts or to instances. For example, in feature-based
and geometric models it is not possible to state that two concepts are similar, because their
instances stand in a certain relation to instances of another concept. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2, the topological relation above(circle, triangle) [31] does not describe the same fact as
above(triangle, circle). During a similarity assessment participants may judge above(circle, tri-
angle) more similar to above(circle, rectangle) than to above(triangle, circle) because of the same
role (namely being above something else) that the circle plays within the first examples (see
also [65]).
The motivation behind alignment-based models is that relations between concepts and
their instances are of fundamental importance to determine similarity [28, 29, 66]. If in-
stances of two compared concepts share the same color, but the colored parts are not re-
lated to each other, then the common feature of having the same color may not influence
the similarity assessments. This means that subjects tend to focus more on structures and
relations than on disconnected features. Hence, alignment-based models claim that simi-
larity cannot be reduced to matching features, but one must determine how these features
align with others [31].
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Figure 2: Being above something else as common feature used for similarity reasoning
(see [31] for details)
From a set of available concept descriptors, humans tend to select those for com-
parison which correspond in a meaningful way [22, 27, 64, 66, 69]. The literature distin-
guishes between alignable commonalities, alignable differences, and non-alignable differ-
ences. In the first case, entities and relations match. For instance, in above(circle,triangle),
above(circle,triangle), above(circle,rectangle), and smaller(circle,triangle), the first two assertions
are alignable because both specify an above relation, and common because of the related
entities. In contrast, the second and third assertion form an alignable difference. While the
assertions can be compared for similarity, the related entities do not match (but could still
be similar). Non-alignable differences cannot be compared for similarity in a meaningful
way. For instance, no meaningful notion of similarity can be established between above and
smaller. While this example relates individuals within spatial scenes, the same argumen-
tation holds for the concept level. The fact, for instance, that rivers are connected to other
water bodies can be compared to the connectedness of roads. For this reason, both can be
abstracted as being parts of transportation infrastructures. (At the same time, this example
also demonstrates the vague boundaries between similarity and analogy-based reasoning.)
In contrast, this connectedness cannot be compared to a has-depth relation of another water
body as they form a non-alignable difference.
In the proposed similarity framework the alignment matrix tackles the following ques-
tions: in most similarity theories each concept descriptor from (Cs) is compared to exactly
one descriptor from (Ct)—how are these tuples selected? If the compared concepts are
specified by a different number of descriptors, how are surplus descriptors to be treated
[78]? Does it make a difference whether the remaining descriptors belong to the search
or target concept? Are there specific weights for certain tuples or are all tuples of equal
importance? How similar are concepts to their super-concepts and vice versa? Does the
similarity measure depend on the search direction?
While the distinction between search and target concept was introduced in step 1, the
question of how the search direction influences similarity also depends on the alignment.
In theory, the following four settings can be distinguished:
A user is searching for a concept that exactly matches the search concept (Cs) ...
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• and every divergence reduces similarity.
• or is more specific.
• or is more general.
• or at least overlaps with Cs.
In the first case, similarity is 1 if Cs ≡ Ct and decreases with every descriptor from Cs or
Ct that is not part of both specifications. Similarity reaches 0 if the compared concepts have
no common descriptor. Asymmetry is not mandatory in this setting, but can be introduced
by weighting distinct features differently depending on whether they are descriptors of Cs
or Ct. In the second scenario, similarity is 1 if Cs ≡ Ct or if Ct is a sub-type of Cs; else,
similarity is 0. Such a notion of similarity is not symmetric. If Ct is a sub-concept of Cs,
the similarity sim(Cs, Ct) is 1, while sim(Ct, Cs) = 0. The third case works the other way
around, similarity is 1 if Cs ≡ Ct or if Cs is a sub-type of Ct. In the last scenario, similarity
is always 1, except for the case when Cs and Ct do not share a single descriptor.
In contrast to the first setting, the remaining cases can be reduced to subsumption-based
information retrieval, as described by Lutz and Klien [62]. These settings only distinguish
values between 1 and 0. In the second and third case, the search (query) concept is injected
into the examined ontology. After reclassification, all sub- or super-concepts of Cs are part
of the result set [49, 62]. The last scenario can be solved accordingly by searching for a
common super-concept of Cs and Ct.
Consequently, a similarity theory should be based on the first case or a combination
of the first and second, or first and third case. Such combinations necessarily lead to
non-symmetric similarity measures. For instance, SIM-DL is a combination of setting
one and two. (To be more precise, SIM-DL allows to choose between a symmetric and
non-symmetric mode.) The similarity between two concepts decreases with a decreasing
overlap of descriptors, while the similarity between a type and its sub-types is always
1. The geometric similarity measure defined by Schwering and Raubal [83] applies the
following rules to handle (non-)symmetry: 1. The greater the overlap and the less the non-
overlapping parts, the higher the similarity between compared concepts; 2. Distance values
from subconcepts to their superconcept are zero; 3. Distance values from superconcept to
subconcepts are always greater than zero, but not necessarily 1.
It is important to keep in mind that these design decisions are driven by the application
and not by a generic law of similarity [32, 33, 75, 85].
3.5 Similarity functions
After selecting the compared concepts and aligning their descriptors, the similarity for each
selected tuple is measured. Depending on the representation language and application,
different similarity functions have to be applied. In most cases, each similarity function
itself takes care of standardization (to values between 0 and 1).
In case of the matching distance similarity measure (MDSM) [81], the features are distin-
guished into different types during the alignment process: parts, attributes, and functions.
Although a contextual weighting is computed for each of these types, the same similarity
function is applied to all of them.
St(c1, c2) =
|C1 ∩C2|
|C1 ∩ C2|+ α(c1, c2) ∗ |C1\C2|+ (1− α(c1, c2)) ∗ |C2\C1| (4)
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Equation 4 describes the non-symmetric similarity function for each of the feature types.
St(c1, c2) is defined as the similarity for the feature type t between the entity classes c1
and c2. C1 and C2 are the sets of features of type t for c1 and c2, while |C1 ∩ C2| is the
cardinality of the set intersection and |C1\C2| is the cardinality of the set difference. The
relative importance α (equation 5) of the different features of type t is defined in terms of
the distance d between c1 and c2 within a hierarchy that takes taxonomic and partonomic
relations into account. Lub denotes the least upper bound, i.e., the immediate common
superclass of c1 and c2 [81]. The distance is defined as d(c1, c2) = d(c1, lub) + d(c2, lub).
α(c1, c2) =
{
d(c1,lub)
d(c1,c2)
, d(c1, lub) ≤ d(c2, lub)
1− d(c1,lub)d(c1,c2) , d(c1, lub) > d(c2, lub)
(5)
MDSM accounts for context by introducing weights for the different types of features.
While the integration of these weights (ωt in equation 13) plays a role for the overall simi-
larity, the two weighting functions are introduced here. The relevance of each feature type
is defined either by the variability P vt (equation 6) or commonality P
c
t function (equation
7) and then normalized with respect to the remaining feature types so that the sum of
ωp + ωf + ωa is always 1.
P vt = 1−
l∑
i=1
oi
n ∗ l (6)
The variability describes how diagnostic [30, 88] or characteristic a feature t is within
a certain application. A certain feature of type t has low relevance if it appears in many
classes and high relevance if it is not common to the classes within the domain. P vt is the
sum of the diagnosticity of all features of the type t in the domain and therefore 0 when
all features are shared by all entity classes (P vt =1-1=0), and close to 1 if each feature is
unique (oi is the number of occurrences of the feature within the domain) and the number
of features l and classes n in the domain is high.
P ct =
l∑
i=1
oi
n ∗ l = 1− P
v
t (7)
Commonality is defined as the opposite of variability (P ct = 1−P vt ) and assumes that by
defining a domain of application the user implicitly states what features are relevant [81].
In contrast to MDSM, SIM-DL and SIM-DLA distinguish between several similarity
functions for roles and their fillers, e.g., functions for conceptual neighborhoods, role hi-
erarchies, or co-occurrence of primitives. Primitives (also called base symbols) occur only
on the right-hand side of definitions. To measure their similarity (simp, see equation 8),
an adapted version of the Jaccard similarity coefficient is used. It measures the degree of
overlap between two sets S1 and S2 as the ratio of the cardinality of shared members (e.g.,
features) from S1 ∧ S2 to the cardinality retrieved from S1 ∨ S2. In SIM-DL, the coefficient
is applied to compute the context-aware co-occurrence of primitives within the definitions
of other (non-primitive) concepts [44]. Two primitives are the more similar, the more com-
plex concepts are defined by both (and not only one) of them. If simp(A,B) = 1, both
primitives always co-occur in complex concepts and cannot be distinguished. As similar-
ity depends on the context of discourse [40], only those concepts Ci are considered which
are subconcepts of Cc (see step two of the similarity framework).
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simp(A,B) =
| {C | (C  Cc) ∧ (C  A) ∧ (C  B)} |
| {C | (C  Cc) ∧ ((C  A) ∨ (C  B))} | (8)
SIM-DL uses a modified network-based approach [76] to compute the similarity be-
tween roles (R and S) within a hierarchy. Similarity (simr, see equation 9) is defined as
the ratio between the shortest path from R to S and the maximum path within the graph
representation of the role hierarchy; where the universal role U (U ≡ I × I ) forms
the graph’s root. Compared to simp, similarity between roles is defined without reference
to the context. This would require to take only such roles into account which are used
within quantifications or restrictions of concepts within the context. The standardization
in equation 9 is depth-dependent to indicate that the distance from node to node decreases
with increasing depth level of R and S within the hierarchy. In other words, the weights of
the edges used to determine the path between R and S decrease with increasing depth of
the graph. If a path between two roles crosses U , similarity is 0. The lcs(R,S) is the least
common subsumer, in this case the first common super role of R and S.
simr(R,S) =
depth(lcs(R,S))
depth(lcs(R,S)) + edge distance(R,S)
(9)
Similarity between topological or temporal relations (simn, see equation 10) equals their
normalized distance within the graph representation of their conceptual neighborhood. In
contrast to simr, the normalization is not depth-dependent but based on the longest path
within the neighborhood graph.
simn(R,S) =
max distancen − edge distance(R,S)
max distancen
(10)
The similarity between role filler pairs (simrf , see equation 11) is defined by the simi-
larity of the involved roles R and S times the overall similarity of the fillers C and D which
can again be complex concepts.
simrf(R(C), S(D)) = simr(R,S) ∗ simo(C,D) (11)
Some similarity measures define role-filler similarity as the weighted average of the role
and filler similarities, but the multiplicative approach has proven to be cognitively plausi-
ble [43] and allows for simple approximation and optimization techniques not discussed
here in detail.
In the case of geometric approaches to similarity, the spatial distance in the conceptual
(vector) space is interpreted as the semantic distance d. Consequently, similarity increases
with decreasing spatial distance. A classical function for geometry-based similarity mea-
sures is given by the Minkowski metric (see equation 12). The parameter r is used to switch
between different distances, such as the Manhattan distance (r = 1) and the Euclidean dis-
tance (r = 2) [31]. A more detailed discussion with regard to a metric conceptual space
algebra including weights is given by Adams and Raubal [1].
d(c, d) =
[
n∑
i=1
| ci − di |r
] 1
r
(12)
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Note that, while we focus on inter-concept similarity here, certain similarity functions
can also take knowledge about instances into account to derive information about concept
similarity [15–17].
3.6 Overall similarity
In the sixth step of the framework, the single similarity values derived from applying the
similarity functions to all selected tuples of compared concepts are combined to an overall
similarity value. In most theories this step is a standardized (to values between 0 and 1)
weighted sum.
For MDSM, the overall similarity is the weighted sum of the similarities determined
between functions, parts, and attributes of the compared entity classes c1 and c2. The
weights indicate the relative importance of each feature type using either the commonality
or variability model introduced before (equation 13). At the same time, the weights act as
standardization factors (
∑
ω = 1) [81].
S(c1, c2) = ωp ∗ Sp(c1, c2) + ωf ∗ Sf (c1, c2) + ωa ∗ Sa(c1, c2) (13)
In case of SIM-DL, each similarity function takes care of its standardization using the
number of compared tuples or the graph depth. Each similarity function returns a stan-
dardized value to the higher-level function by which it was called. Hence, overall similarity
is simply the (standardized) sum of the single similarity values.
For geometric approaches, the overall similarity is given by the z-transformed sum of
compared values [77], in order to account for different dimensional units. Each zi score is
computed according to equation 14 where xi is the i-th value of the quality dimension X, x
is the mean of all Xi of X, and sx is the standard deviation of these xi.
zi =
xi − x
sx
(14)
The overall similarity is then defined using the Minkowski metric (see equation 12)
where n is the number of quality dimensions and c and d are the z-transformed values for
the compared concepts (per dimension).
3.7 Interpretation of similarity values
All of the introduced measures map two compared concepts to a real number. They do
not explain their results or point to descriptors for which the concepts differ. Such a sin-
gle value (e.g., 0.7) is difficult to interpret. For instance, it does not answer the question
whether there are more or less similar target concepts in the examined ontology. It is not
sufficient to know that possible similarity values range from 0 to 1 as long as their distribu-
tion remains unclear. If the least similar target concept in an ontology has a similarity value
of 0.65 to the source concept and the most similar concept yields 0.9, a similarity value of
0.7 is not necessarily a good match. It is difficult to argue why a single similarity value is
cognitively plausible without reference to other results [51]. Moreover, the threshold value
above which compared concepts are considered similar depends on the specific application
and context.
Therefore, measures such as MDSM or SIM-DL rely on similarity rankings. They com-
pare a search concept to all target concepts from the domain of discourse and return the
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results as an ordered list of descending similarity values. Consequently, one would not ar-
gue that a particular similarity value is cognitively plausible, but that a ranking correlates
with human estimations [43]. Such a ranking puts a single similarity value in context by de-
livering additional information about the distribution of similarity values and their range.
We call this context the interpretation context (Ci, see [40] for more details on different kinds
of contexts and their impact on similarity measures).
Ci : (Cs, Ct, simV ) ∈ Δsim × Ca → Ψ(Cs, Ct) ∈ ΔΨ (15)
The interpretation context (see equation 15) maps the triple search concept (Cs), target
concept (Ct), similarity value (simV ) from the set of measured similarities between the
search concept and each target concepts ∈ Cd (Δsim) and the restrictions specified by the
application context (Ca) to an interpretation value (Ψ(Cs, Ct)) from the domain of inter-
pretations (ΔΨ). The application context [40] describes the settings by which a similarity
measure can be adapted to the user’s needs, e.g., whether the commonality or variability
weightings in MDSM should be selected.
The simplest domain of interpretation can be formed by ΔΨ = {t, f}. Depending on
the remaining pairs of compared concepts from Δsim as well as the application area, each
triple is either mapped to true or false. Therefore, the question of whether concepts are
similar is answered by yes or no. For graphical user interfaces, similarity values can also
be mapped to font sizes using a logarithmic tag cloud algorithm (see Figure 3). Note that
as Ci depends on Δsim, it does not simply map an isolated similarity value to yet another
domain. For example, the maximum font size will always be assigned to the target concept
with the highest similarity to the search concept, independent of the specific value.
Figure 3: Font size scaling for similarity values, based on [47]
3.8 Properties of similarity measures
The proposed framework helps to understand how similarity theories work and what they
measure. This is essential for choosing the optimal measure for a specific application, to
compare similarity measures, and to interpret similarity values and rankings. The frame-
work also unveils basic properties of a particular measure, e.g., whether it is reflexive,
symmetric, transitive, strict, minimal, etc. (see [6, 13, 31, 75] for a detailed discussion from
the perspectives of computer science and psychology). As an example, the following para-
graphs discuss strictness and symmetry for the SIM-DL/SIM-DLA theory, as well as the
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relation between similarity and dissimilarity. The triangle inequality is discussed as an
important property of geometric approaches.
Strictness is often referred to as an important property of similarity [87]. Formally, strict-
ness states that the maximum similarity value is only assigned to equal stimuli (e.g., con-
cepts): sim(C,D) = 1 if and only if C ≡ D. This is related to the minimality property,
which claims that two different stimuli are less (or equally) similar than the stimulus is to
itself: sim(C,D) ≤ sim(C,C) [6, 31]. In the literature, minimality is defined for dissimi-
larity: dis(C,D) ≥ dis(C,C). In SIM-DL, the similarity value 1 is interpreted as equal or
not distinguishable (within a given context). This is for two reasons: co-occurrence between
primitives and non-symmetry. The comparison of two primitives yields 1 if they cannot
be differentiated, i.e., if they always appear jointly within concept definitions (see equation
8). As SIM-DL focuses on information retrieval, a target concept satisfies the user’s needs
(sim(Cs, Ct) = 1) if it is a sub-concept of the search concept (step 4 of the framework).
Consequently, similarity in SIM-DL is not strict.
Symmetry is one of the most controversial properties of similarity. While several theo-
ries from computer science argue that similarity is essentially a symmetric relation [61],
research from cognitive science favors non-symmetric similarity measures [56, 69, 74, 88].
As argued in the previous sections, SIM-DL allows the user to switch between a symmetric
and a non-symmetric mode. From Tversky’s [88] point of view, one may argue that this
is nothing more than indecision. However, the understanding of symmetry underlying
SIM-DL is driven by Nosofsky’s notion of a biased measure [74]. Symmetry is not a char-
acteristic of similarity as such, but of the process of measuring similarity. This process is
driven (biased) by a certain task—namely information retrieval. Whether the comparison
of two concepts is symmetric or not depends on the application area and task (and therefore
on the alignment process), but not on the measure as such. This again reflects the need for
a separation between the alignment and the application of concrete similarity functions.
Dissimilarity and similarity are often used interchangeably assuming that dissimilarity
is simply the counterpart of similarity: dis(C,D) = 1 − sim(C,D). While this may be
true for certain cases, it is not a valid assumption in general [31]. As argued by Tver-
sky [88], Nosofsky [74], and Dubois and Prade [19], similarity and dissimilarity are dif-
ferent views on stimuli comparison. SIM-DL, for instance, stresses the alignment of de-
scriptors. If the task is to find dissimilarities between compared concepts, other tuples
might be selected for comparison and alignment. One can demonstrate that the assump-
tion dis(C,D) = 1 − sim(C,D) is oversimplified and counter-intuitive using SIM-DL’s
maximum similarity function for concepts formed by logical disjunction. For simplifica-
tion, consider the concepts C ≡ AB and D ≡ C unionsqE where A, B, and E are primitives. To
measure the similarity sim(C,D), SIM-DL unfolds their definitions and creates the follow-
ing alignment tuples: (A,A), (A,B), (A,E), (B,A), (B,B), and (B,E). Out of this set, the
tuples (A,A) and (B,B) are chosen for further computation and finally, sim(C,D) returns
1. Consequently, the resulting dissimilarity dis(C,D) should be 0. This is true, if one still
applies the maximum similarity function. Instead, when searching for dissimilarities be-
tween compared concepts, one would rather use a minimum similarity function and thus
take E into account for comparison to A or B. In both cases, dis(C,D) can be greater than
0.
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Triangle Inequality describes the metric property according to which the distance be-
tween two points cannot be greater than the distance between these points reached via an
additional third point. Surprisingly, it turns out that even such fundamental properties of
geometry cannot be taken for granted. Instead, Tversky and Gati demonstrated that the
triangle inequality does not necessarily hold for cognitive measures of similarity [89].
4 Similarity in semantics-based information retrieval
While the proposed framework defines how similarity is measured, this section demon-
strates its role in semantics-based geographic information retrieval and its integration into
user interfaces.
4.1 Retrieval paradigms
Previously, we defined information retrieval by the degree of relevance
m[R(O, (Q, 〈I, →〉))] without stating how to measure this relevance. Based on this
definition and without going into any details about query rewriting and expansion, we
explain the role of similarity by restricting the definition such that:
• O is a set of target concepts (Ct) in an ontology,
• Q is a particular concept phrased or selected for the search (Cs),
• I and → are additional contextual information at execution time (Cc),
• R is the similarity relationship between pairs of concepts, and
• and m is the degree of similarity between pairs of concepts.
In contrast to purely syntactic approaches, semantics-based information retrieval takes
the underlying conceptualizations into account to compute relevance and hence improves
searching and browsing through structured data. In general, one can distinguish between
two approaches for concept retrieval: those based on classical subsumption reasoning and
those that rely on semantic similarity measures [49]. Simplifying, subsumption reasoning
can be applied to vertical search, while similarity works best for horizontal search, i.e.,
similarity values are difficult to interpret when comparing sub- and super-types.
Formally, the result set for a subsumption-based query is defined as RS = {C | C ∈
O ∧ C  Q}. As each concept in RS is a subsumee of the search/query concept, it meets
the user’s search criteria (see Figure 4a). Consequently, there is no degree of of relevance
m; or, to put it in other words, it is always 1. The missing relevance information and rigid-
ity of subsumption make selecting an appropriate search concept the major challenge for
subsumption-based retrieval. In many cases, the search concept will be an artificial con-
struct and not necessarily the searched concept (see [49] for details). If it is too generic (i.e.,
too close to the top of the hierarchy) the user will get a large part of the queried ontology
back as an unsorted result set; if the search concept is too narrow, the result set will only
contain a few or even no concepts.
For similarity-based retrieval as depicted in Figure 4b, the result set is defined as
RS = {C | C ∈ O ∧ sim(Q,C) > t}; where t is a threshold defined by the user or applica-
tion [44, 49]. In contrast to subsumption-based retrieval, the search concept is the concept
the user is really searching for, no matter whether it is part of the queried ontology or not. As
similarity computes the overlap between concept definitions (or their extensions [16, 48])
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it is more flexible than a purely subsumption-based approach. Moreover, the results are
ranked—returned as an ordered list with descending similarity values representing the rel-
evance m. This makes it easier for the user to select an appropriate concept from the results.
However, it is not guaranteed that the returned concepts match all of the user’s search cri-
teria. Consequently, the benefits similarity offers during the retrieval phase, namely to
deliver a flexible degree of (conceptual) overlap with a searched concept, stands against
shortcomings during the selection phase, because the results do not necessarily match all
of the user’s requirements.
To overcome these shortcomings, similarity theories such as SIM-DL and MDSM com-
bine subsumption and similarity reasoning by introducing contexts to reduce the set of po-
tential target concepts (see equations 2 and 3). As depicted in Figure 4c, only those concepts
are compared for similarity that are subconcepts of the context concept Cc. This way, the
user can specify some minimal characteristics all target concepts need to share. Typically,
user interfaces and search engines will be designed in a way to infer or at least approximate
Cc from additional, implicit contextual information (I, →). Consequently, for the combined
retrieval paradigm the result set is defined as RS = {C | C ∈ O ∧C  Cc ∧ sim(Q,C) > t}.
Figure 4 shows an ontology of geometric figures as a simplified example to illustrate the
differences between the introduced paradigms. Note that some quadrilaterals and relations
between them have been left out to increase readability. We assume that a user is searching
for quadrilaterals with specific characteristics. In the subsumption only case, the result set
contains types such as Rectangle, Rhombus, Square, and so forth without additional infor-
mation about their degree of relevance. In the similarity only case, the result set contains
additional relevance information for these types but also geometric figures such as Circle
which do not satisfy all the requirements specified by the user. Note however that they
would appear at the end of the relevance list due to their low similarity (indicated by the
shift from green over yellow to red in Figure 4b). In case of the combined paradigm a user
could prefer quadrilaterals with right angles by specifying Rectangle as search concept and
Quadrilateral as context concept. In contrast to the similarity only case, the result set does
not contain Circle but still delivers information about the degree of relevance.
Before going into details about the integration of the combined approach into user in-
terfaces, we briefly need to discuss two questions which have remained unanswered so far.
First, one could argue that combining subsumption and similarity reasoning by introduc-
ing the context concept as a least upper bound only shifts the query formulation problem
from the search concept to the context concept. If the user chooses a context concept that
is too narrow, then this has the same effects as in the subsumption only case. While this
is true in general, we will demonstrate in the next section that the context concept can be
derived as inferred information from the query, which is not the case for the search concept.
Moreover, the combined approach still delivers ranked results instead of an unstructured
set. Second, so far we have restricted our concept retrieval cases to queries based on the
notion of a search or query concept and therefore to intensional retrieval paradigms. Nev-
ertheless, there are also extensional paradigms for retrieval, e.g., based on non-standard
inference techniques such as computing the least common subsumer (lcs) or most specific
concept (msc) [49, 57, 70]. We will discuss these approaches using a query-by-example inter-
face in which reference individuals are selected for searching.
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(a) Subsumption-based retrieval
(b) Similarity-based retrieval
(c) Subsumption and similarity-based retrieval
Figure 4: Semantics-based retrieval in a simplified ontology of geometric figures
4.2 Application
This section introduces two web-based user interfaces implementing similarity and
subsumption-based retrieval. The interfaces have been implemented, evaluated [43, 47],
and are available as free and open source software1. Their integration into spatial data
infrastructures was recently discussed by Janowicz et al. [46] and is left aside here.
1http://sim-dl.sourceforge.net/applications/
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Figure 5: A subsumption and similarity-based user interface for Web gazetteers [47]
4.2.1 Selecting a search concept
Figure 5 shows a semantics-based user interface for the Alexandria Digital Library
Gazetteer. The interface implements the intensional retrieval paradigm based on a combi-
nation of similarity and subsumption reasoning. A user can enter a search concept using a
search-while-you-type AJAX-based text field. To improve the navigation between geographic
feature types, the interface displays the immediate super-type as well as a list of similar
types [42, 47]. Based on the question of interpretation discussed in Section 3.7, a decreas-
ing font size indicates decreasing similarity between the search concept and the proposed
target concepts. In the example query, the type Stream is selected for comparison and the
interface displays Watercourse as super type to broaden the search. River is the most similar
concept followed by other hydrographic feature types. By clicking on a super- or similar
type it gets selected as search concept for a new query. The map is used to restrict the
search to a specific area. The interface displays features on the right side and on the map.
It does not support the selection of a context concept by the user. This would overload the
interface and the underlying idea of a context concept may be difficult to explain to ordi-
nary users. Nevertheless, the context concept can be inferred from implicit information,
e.g., using the map component. The context concept can be derived by computing the least
common subsumer of all feature types which have features in the map extent. Yet, this
approach only works well for particular zoom levels and will become meaningless if the
user searches a larger area.
4.2.2 Query-by-example
Figure 6 shows a user interface implementing an extensional (example based) paradigm
using similarity and non-standard inference. It overcomes two shortcomings of the pre-
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Figure 6: A conceptual design of a query-by-example based Web interface for recommender
services (see [90] for an implementation of such an interface for climbing routes using the
SIM-DL server)
vious interface. First, some users may be unfamiliar with using feature types for search
and navigation; second, the previous interface does not offer a convincing way to infer the
context concept with a minimum of user interaction. The query-by-example interface al-
lows the user to select particular reference features instead of types. The most specific con-
cept [57] is computed for each of these types. Based on these concepts, the least common
subsumer [57] can be determined and used as context concept to deliver an inter-concept
similarity ranking [90]. In the example query, three different water bodies are selected
as reference features and Canal is computed to be the most similar concept to the least
common subsumer of those concepts instantiated by the selected features. While the first
interface is typical for web gazetteers, the second interface focuses on decision support and
recommender services. For instance, if the user is searching for interesting canoing spots
for her next vacation, the selected water bodies may be picked from previous canoing trips
at different locations [49].
5 Conclusions and further work
In this article we introduced a generic framework for semantic similarity measurement.
The framework consists of seven sequential steps used to explain what and how a particu-
lar theory measures. The framework clearly separates the process of measuring similarity
and finding alignable descriptors from the concrete functions used to compute similarity
values for selected tuples of these descriptors. It also discusses the role of context, addi-
tional application-specific parameters, and the interpretation of similarity values. We do
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not try to squeeze all existing similarity measures into our framework, but argue that by
applying this framework—in describing the realization of the proposed steps—a measure
defines the semantics of similarity. This, however, is a prerequisite for comparing existing
measures and selecting them for specific applications. A similar argumentation was pro-
posed before by Hayes for the notion of context [36]. Besides offering new insights into
similarity theories used in GIScience and beyond, the article also discusses the role of these
measures in semantics-based geographic information retrieval, introduces paradigms, and
shows their implementations and limitations for real user interfaces.
Further work should focus on the following issues. First, while progress has been made
on developing similarity theories for more expressive description logics [4, 17, 48], the ap-
proximation and explanation of similarity values is still at an early stage. Both topics are
crucial for the adaptation of similarity-based information retrieval paradigms into more
complex applications. Approximation techniques aim at reducing the computational costs
for similarity measurements. While the theories reviewed here can compare dozens of con-
cepts within a reasonable time frame, they do not scale well. In general, two directions
for future work seem reasonable. On the one hand, one could try to improve the selection
and alignment process to reduce the number of comparable concepts and tuples in the first
place. On the other hand, one could approximate the similarity values and only compute
exact values for candidates that are above a certain threshold. In SIM-DL, for instance, the
role-filler similarity is defined by multiplying role and filler similarities. The computation
of role similarities is realized by a simple network-based distance. Hence, if the resulting
value is below the defined threshold the more complex filler similarity does not need to be
computed.
The downside of using more expressive description logics and approximation tech-
niques is that similarity values become even harder to interpret. In the long term, it will
be necessary to assist the user by providing explanations in addition to plain numerical
values or rankings. Future reasoners could list which descriptors were taken into account
and visualize their impact on overall similarity. While this is important for information re-
trieval, it would be even more relevant for ontology engineering and negotiation [45]. This
way, similarity reasoning could be used to establish bridges between communities across
cultures and ages. So far, there has been no work on explaining similarity values but an
adaptation of recent work on axiom pinpointing [7] may be a promising starting point.
Next, evaluation methods to compare computational similarity measures to human
similarity rankings are still restricted. An interesting research direction towards semantic
precision and recall was recently proposed by Euzenat [21], while Keßler [52] investigates
whether and how one can go beyond simple correlation measures to evaluate the cog-
nitive plausibility of similarity theories. Another approach to adjust similarity values to
the user’s needs would be to compute weights out of partial knowledge gained from user
feedback [41].
Additionally, similarity depends on context in many ways. Most existing measures,
however, reduce context to the selection or similarity functions steps of the framework.
Advanced theories should take contextual information into account to alter these func-
tions, the alignment of descriptors, and the computational representations of the compared
entities and concepts [40, 53]. One promising direction for future research is to inves-
tigate whether and to what degree context can be modeled by changing the alignment
process—this would also lead to interesting insights about the graded structure of ad-hoc
categories [8, 30].
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Moreover, the application of similarity measures is not restricted to information re-
trieval. Using them for complex data mining, clustering, handling of uncertainty in on-
tology engineering, and so forth requires more work on visualization methods as well as
integration with spatial analysis tools. Semantic variograms [3], parallel coordinate plots,
or radar charts may be interesting starting points in this respect.
Finally, while we provided a framework for understanding the semantics of similarity
and for articulating the differences between existing measures, a formal apparatus to quan-
tify these differences and translate between similarity values obtained by existing theories
is missing. While work on category theory may be a promising direction for further re-
search, the key problem that remains concerns the heterogeneity of the used approaches,
application areas, and the difference between idealized measures and human cognition
(the triangle inequality discussed in Section 3.8 is just one example). For the same reason,
we cannot argue that our framework is necessary and sufficient for all potential similarity
measures.
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